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Why do we support Road Cycling? 
 
The road and track programs are inextricably linked, and can both work to benefit the other. Road racing creates fitness that riders 
can’t get on the track as well as providing practice with tactical bunch racing. The track creates top-end fitness and speed, and 
provides more medal opportunities for endurance riders than the road alone. By focusing on identifying and developing a pool of 
endurance riders who are able to succeed in both sports, we can increase the depth in our team and the chances for medals. 
 
Performance Goals for London 2012 
 
We were aiming at one medal from Women’s Road Time Trial. Our highest result was 5th place, and this performance came despite a 
broken vertebra that occurred six weeks before the Games in a road race crash. Our targeted female omnium rider was identified as 
a potential medallist, but chose not to compete in Road events and instead focus solely on the Omnium and Women’s Team Pursuit. 
 
Performance Goals for Rio 2016 
 

• Target 1 medal at the Rio Games  
• Develop Junior and U23 road group with track focus 

 

Key Strategic Priorities 
 

1. Improve the quality of the training environment at the European Cycling Base in Tielt-Winge, BEL,  and in Milton, 
Ontario, to promote road and track transfers 

2. Increase emphasis on effective decision-making through targeted competitions and coach-led racing opportunities 
3. Pool endurance riders to raise the level of both Track and Road riders 
4. Increase emphasis on mental health and performance throughout the High Performance Pathway 
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London 2012 Highlights 
 
The Women’s Road Race was a wet and treacherous event, and the weather affected the outcome of the race for many countries 
including us. Our top performer finished 12th place overall, coming in 9th in the bunch sprint behind the 3 breakaway leaders. 
 
In the time trial our targeted medal rider finished 5th and rode to the maximum of her potential on that day. Our 2nd TT rider rode 
the time trial event for experience looking down the road to Rio. 
 
In the Men’s Road Race our lone rider finished in the main bunch in a race that was controlled by the British team up until the hour 
to go mark, when pressure from many other countries cracked the GB train. Our only rider was unable to capitalize on other 
countries’ efforts turning the tables on the British squad. 

In the time trial the same athlete rode a solid race but in the end the course did not suit him as well as anticipated. 
 

Technical Leadership 
 
As we enter a new quadrennial, the road program coaches will be working to support the track endurance program as well as 
ensuring that our performance environment for professional and National Team riders at major events is optimal. The road coaches 
will implement and supervise road training and racing that is prescribed by the Endurance Coaches from the Track program, adding 
their experience and knowledge about bunch tactics and bike skills. This will provide a two-way transfer of knowledge, making the 
most of the skill sets of all of the coaches and raising the level of road and track riders. 
 
 

2009 – 2012  
 

At the beginning of the quadrennial the road program was working with one Road Coach who had the responsibility of 
managing the women’s, men’s elite and U23/junior programs.  
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The focus of the road coach was mainly on the road women as it was clearly demonstrated that this area was one where the 
national team programming could have the greatest impact. Due to the lack of depth of field it was evident that by building a 
team structure comprised of targeted high level racing in Europe, a base in Europe to go home to and qualified staff to 
support the coach our women road athletes would step up their level of competitiveness. 
 
While the focus was still on the women it was still of importance to have an eye on development (Junior/U23) and the 
contact with our targeted men. 
 
It became evident in year 2 of the quadrennial that all the tasks combined were too much for the road coach in position at 
the time. Through additional funding from OTP and CSC-O a Women’s Endurance Development Coach position was created 
to assist the road coach with the women’s program but also to look at the talent ID and development of junior and early elite 
age women.  
 
In year 3 of the quadrennial, as development for 2016 and 2020 was becoming more important a Development Coach 
position was created to manage Junior and U23 programs which also served in alleviating the Head Road Coach’s 
responsibilities so he could focus on the final Olympic preparation push. 
 
 At the end of the 2011 season we restructured our coaching staff. Our Women’s Endurance Development Coach becoming 
Head Women’s Road Coach, and for the final Olympic push we hired a part time Men’s Road Coach to manage all our 
professional men as it relates to trade team relations and aligning national team and trade team goal alignment.  
 
Following debriefs from the Olympics and the road world championships it was clear that the coaching structure presented in 
the last year of the quad was effective.  

 
Women’s road coach  • In charge of elite and junior road women  

o Monitoring the training programs 
o Trade team relations and alignment of objectives 
o Athlete management in training camps and competitions 

Men’s road coach (Part time) • In charge of elite road men 
o Monitoring the training programs 
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o Trade team relations and alignment of objectives 
o Athlete management in competitions 

Development coach (Shared)  • In charge of U23 men and Junior men 
o Athlete management in training camps and competitions 

• Provincial strategy alignment with national team 
 

 
What we did well: 

• Sound leadership with regards to logistics while in training camp and competition environment 
• Good rapport with trade teams 

 
What we could have done better: 

• Tap into more IST resources 
• Enhanced feedback loop  
• Better rapport with personal coaches of targeted athletes  
• Increase number of road athletes coached by NT coaches 
• Increase coach athlete trust  
• Manage coach burnout 
• Coaches need to coach more and do less daily logistics (ECB) 

 
 

2013 – 2016  
 
As we enter into a new quad the road coaching responsibilities will be divided into two areas. The first area will be to ensure 
coaching support to our already identified 2016 cohort of road athletes while the second area of responsibility will be to 
assist the track endurance coaches in the delivery of a road program support the development of our track endurance group 
of athletes. 
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Women’s Road Coach (Full time position): 
Reports to the High Performance Director  
 
Our Women’s Road Coach responsibilities will be to work in joint collaboration with the Track Endurance Coach to 
design yearly road training and racing programs that fit the needs of our track endurance cohort of athletes first and 
foremost.  
 
During the Road season the Women’s Road Coach will ensure that the delivery of road racing and training loads meet 
the needs of the track endurance athletes so they arrive at the track season optimally prepared. To ensure that there 
is optimal preparation for the track endurance athletes during road season there will need to be constant 
communication between the Track Endurance Coach, the Road and Track IST Lead, and Exercise Physiologists.  
 
Additionally the women’s road coach will be working with the identified “pure” road group of athletes (based within 
professional/trade teams) that will piggy back on the road racing program that will be designed to meet the needs of  
the track endurance group. The 2016 Women’s Endurance group will be the amalgamation of the “pure” road riders 
and the track endurance riders. 
 
In a broad sense the scope of the women’s road coach over the course of the quad when working with 2016 women’s 
endurance group will be to: 
 
• Manage the road racing, act as “Directeur Sportif” at races 
• Assist in the development and follow through of the junior road women program 
• Teach road racing skills and tactics 
• Contribute to the building of training programs for road athletes coached by personal coaches 
• Contribute with the Track Endurance Coach to the building of training programs for the track endurance athlete 
• Manage trade team relations to ensure optimal alignment of objectives 
• Manage the overall daily training environment (To be elaborated in a further section)    
• In collaboration with the IST Manager and Road & Track IST leads, ensure that IST services are being used 

effectively 
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Men’s road coach (Part time position): 
Reports to the High Performance Director  
 
Over the course of the next quadrennial our Men’s Road Coach’s responsibilities will not differ noticeably from the 
previous quadrennial.  

 
It is important for Cycling Canada in men’s road racing for good relations to be maintained between our targeted 
athletes, their trade teams and the national body to ensure that the same objectives are shared throughout and that 
mechanisms are put in place to ensure optimal preparation for primary yearly and quadrennial objectives. 

 
Development Road Coach (Shared):  
Reports to High Performance Director  
 
The role of the development road coach in the upcoming quadrennial will be to work in collaboration with our 
Provincial Associations, Cycling Academies, Training Centres and Clubs to ensure alignment of our national strategy to 
ensure an optimal linkage between road and track. 

 
The Development Road Coach will work closely with the Development Track Coach to put in place and drive training 
camps and competition calendars that support the development of our 2020 targeted track/road endurance men 
and women athletes. 
 
The Development Road Coach will be asked to perform the following tasks for the 2020 targeted track/road 
endurance men and women athletes: 
• Manage the road racing, act as “Directeur Sportif” at races 
• Teach road racing skills and tactics and provide timely feedback 
• Contribute to the building of training programs for road athletes coached by personal coaches 
• Contribute with the Track Development Coach to the building of training programs for the track endurance 

athletes 
• Manage the overall daily training environment  
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• In collaboration with the IST Manager and Road & Track IST Lead, ensure that IST services are being used 
effectively 

• Alongside the Performance Development Manager develop and implement talent ID and development 
initiatives with the P/TSO 

 
Diagram of the road coaching structure: 
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What  When 
• Establish National team coach and personal coach rapport 
• Establish National team coach and trade team rapport 
• Establish yearly training and racing programs 
• Build IST needs  
• Coach performance reviews  
• Professional development initiatives  
• Secure coach contract for next quadrennial  
• Clear roles and responsibilities for coaches  
• Monitor coach workload  

• November 2012 (on-going) 
• November 2012 (on going) 
• November (Every year) 
• November (Every year) 
• October (Every year) 
• On needs basis  
• March 2013 
• March 2013  
• On-going 

 

Daily Training Environment 
 

2009 – 2012  
 
Over the course of this last quadrennial we have improved the daily training environment for our identified development 
stream of riders and our road women by offering training camp environments in North America and by establishing a 
training and racing environment in Europe through our now 3 year-old European Cycling Base located in Tielt-Winge, 
Belgium.  
 
This European base has enabled our women’s road coach and development road coach to interact on a more regular basis 
with the selected pool of athletes invited to race in European campaigns. By living in proximity to the athletes coaches have 
been able to modify training and lifestyle habits to meet the needs for a road cyclist to move up from the performance 
development rung to high performance.  

 
We have used the European Cycling Base (ECB) as a logistical hub for teams (Road, MTB, Para, BMX and Track) coming into 
Europe from North America for their European training and competition campaign, thus enhancing the DTE for our other 
cycling sports. 
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The European Base was instrumental in creating a cohesive team dynamic for the road team for major events such as world 
championships and Olympic Games. 
 
The European Base has great merits in bringing our athletes up a notch through its competition and training programming, 
however there needs to be additional emphasis put on team tactics. We have seen on some occasions that athletes who we 
feel have the physiological profile to get on the podium but fail to do so because their decision-making process is not as 
efficient as it should be. This will be addressed in the next quadrennial as improving race tactics in road racing will also 
contribute to improving pack racing tactics on the track. 
 
What we did well: 
 

• Create a European Cycling Base (ECB) 
• Create training and racing opportunities around the ECB 
• Proximity of coaches to the ECB  

 
What we could have done better: 
 

• Integrate more IST around the ECB 
• Create additional environments to contribute to enhancing the DTE 
• Identify more contributors that could enhance the DTE (Refer to Sport science, Sport medicine and Innovation section) 
• Enhance the “Home” feel of ECB 
• Separate the staff and athletes at ECB (Coaches and athletes need their space at times; 24/7 presence is not optimal) 
• ECB manager presence during month of operations to alleviate mundane daily logistical duties from coaches so they 

can coach 
 

2013 – 2016  
 

We will be working towards centralization in order to provide an optimal daily training environment. It’s only through 
centralisation that coaches, athletes and staff can learn to work together to enhance the athletes’ ability to perform in a 
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climate that is more conducive to building mutual trust.  For our Road team, we will continue to improve the environment 
and services at the European Cycling Base, as follows: 
 

• Target race opportunities that will cater to the men’s and women’s track endurance cohort of athletes  
• Athletes and staff need to live a certain distance to one another 

o Coaches being on call 24/7 cannot truly take advantage of down time to properly refuel 
o For the athletes proximity means that they always feel they are being watched and judged 

• Presence of an ECB manager 
o Take on daily logistical chores like vehicle maintenance, garbage rounds, paying service bills, doing grocery 

runs, etc. 
o Provide consistency in the way daily ECB operational tasks are performed 

• Improve the physical environment of the housing 
o Improved heating and hot water supply 
o Improved internet access 

• Use of other SS/SM staffing (Refer to sport science, Sport medicine and Innovations section) 
• Integrating track training and racing in macro-cycles when in Europe 

o Provide coach-led racing sessions on the track with decision-making drills and immediate feedback 
o Either at the Velodrome in Gent BEL or in Roubaix FRA 

 
What  When 

• Build yearly training and competition program to meet the needs of track endurance 
cohort of athletes  

• Sign ECB contract with Belgium service providers (Including extra lodging for staff) 
• Hire ECB manager on a contractual basis 
• Equip ECB with additional amenities  
• Sign Academy agreements with CSC/CSI  
• Integrate coach-led racing simulation for increased tactical acquisition  

• November (Yearly) 
 

• February 2013 (Yearly) 
• February 2013 (yearly) 
• March 2013 
• March 2013 
• October 2014 
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SCIENCE AND MEDICINE 
 
With more integration between our Road and Track teams, it is important for us to integrate the support services so that riders have 
a consistent message from the services and a predictable level of support. We will be sharing IST staff between the two teams 
wherever it is appropriate, to create efficiencies of scale. 
 

2009-2012 
 

Our focus was on getting the basics in place for this quadrennial, building up from race-by-race staff to having the same 
mechanic(s) and Soigneur(s) working for the team. The goal was to provide a consistent, high quality service, while reducing 
the workload of the coach responsible by providing staff who knew their roles. 
 
We used the spring training camps as an opportunity to introduce new IST staff to the team, and gradually brought in sport 
psychology, medicine, media training, and tactical workshops in this environment. We target those camps in order to reduce 
travel costs, and because it is rare that the whole team of athletes working towards the Olympics are together at the same 
time. 
 
Other support was provided on an individual basis, according to needs identified by the rider and their personal coach, and 
agreed by the National Coach. Much of this was injury rehabilitation and preventative therapy.  

 
2013-2016 
 
We will be providing more services to the team at the European Base, and integrating staff between the road and track 
endurance teams. The coaches have identified mental performance as a high priority need, along with consistent mechanic(s) 
and soigneurs/therapists. Most of the services are in place domestically already for when coaches and riders request them 
on an individual basis, however we need to expand these services to Europe as needed.  

 
As with Track and Para cycling, we feel that introducing a physiologist can be the first step to engaging a team with sport 
science. We are considering working with a physiologist from CSC-Ontario under the mentorship of our track physiologist, 
providing consistent coverage during road and track blocks for those athletes transitioning between the two. It would also 
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help transfer knowledge between the teams and increase the level of service for road-only riders. This would be a gradual 
introduction of the service, beginning with data collection, analysis, and feedback to the coaches while the trust is built. 
 
Mental health and performance is a priority service, as with our other sports, and it will be addressed through the same 
three-pronged approach; sport psychology, performance lifestyle, and sport psychiatry. 
 
Anti-doping is a particular focus for our road team, and we will be working with CCES to provide increased face-to-face 
education opportunities and support.  
 
Equipment is a low priority except at the Olympic Games, where we can transfer in the knowledge and equipment (with 
modifications) that we develop for the track. The rest of the quadrennial, most of our athletes ride for professional or trade 
teams that require them to use specific brands. 
 

 
What  When 

•  Gradually introduce a physiologist to the team • Winter 2012/2013 
• Build ties between the track and road IST teams • Winter 2012-2013 
• Work with CCES to improve anti-doping education • Winter-Spring 2013 
• Enhanced use of wattage by our road cohort of athletes • Winter – Spring 2014 

 
 
SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT AND TALENT ID 
 
We have opportunities to fill the gaps in our athlete development pathway by connecting the Provincial teams with the National 
teams and the Canadian Sports Centres/Institutes through new Cycling Academies. With these in place with the right people leading 
them, we will be able to provide support to committed young riders who otherwise may be lost to the sport.  
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2009-2012 
 

We made strides forward with our system in the London quadrennial with the introduction of the base in Belgium. This 
achieved the stated goals of increasing Canadian riders’ exposure to European racing, and creating a team environment for 
all of our sports as they raced in Europe. 

 
2013-2016 
 
As we have recognised that centralisation is the key to optimizing the daily training environment that leads to better 
performances, we have started putting in place Academy models in Canada. With the help of both the both CSI Pacific and 
CSC-Ontario we envisage creating environments where endurance athletes can benefit from training with others on either 
the velodrome, in the trails or on the road. Our national coaches and national development coaches would be part of that 
daily training environment by leading training rides and providing feedback to athletes in real time.  
 
These academies would target our High Performance (HP) group of athletes as well as our Performance Development (PD) 
groups, as we feel that our HP athletes can share knowledge in this type of training environment with our PD group.  
 
Additionally we intend to use these Academies to provide coach development opportunities by learning from the NT coaches 
that are present. 
 
As these academies will be working in line with CSC/CSI activities the intent is to also offer services to our PD athletes by way 
of introducing this cohort of athletes do different IST services that they will eventually have full use of as they progress up to 
HP level. 
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REVIEW OF SCHEDULE B 
 
REVIEW OF BENCHMARKS 2012-13 
 
In 2012, our road team met 17% (1 of 6) of their benchmarks. Over the past four 
years, we met an average of 27% of the benchmarks set. 
 
PROPOSED BENCHMARKS 2013-16 
 
We are targeting one medal in 2016. By working on identifying new riders and 
bringing our existing cohort of women’s endurance riders up to the required 
level, we will have a larger pool of riders to select from that are all at the level 
we need. 
 
The Men’s Road program is aiming to increase Canada’s team size at World Championships and Olympic Games through earning 
World Tour points. The Men’s Road Coach will work with the trade teams to deliver on this benchmark. 
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